Wrap in foil with some lemon and seasoning for grilling
Baby back __
Use driftwood to start a fire on the __
Watch what you’re doing or your food might get __
The wire supports that keep the meat off the coals
Barbeques are great for a summer __ by the pool or in the park
At home grills are normally located on the __ or deck
Try not to inhale the __ as you are cooking
A portable camp stove can be used if campfires are not allowed
To turn over the meat, use __ not a fork
__ and seasonings add flavor to meats
T-bone, rib eye and sirloin __ are popular for grilling
You can grill this poultry whole or in pieces
Invite your __ over for a barbeque
You don't need a __ like the 4th of July to fire up the grill
Kids like __ __ and hamburgers
Some parks have permanent grills for cook-outs or __
This gas fuels many barbeque grills
Brats, links, or Italian __
Another word for grilling
If you go camping you can grill over the __
Small black bricks that provide heat for cooking
To get good flavor, __ your chosen meat for a half hour or more
Grilling is usually done __, but there are new indoor grills
The Cooking Network’s grilling king
Popular cuts of pig
Rare, medium, __-__, and well-done
Use __ __ to help the get the charcoal burning - just be careful!